At the beginning, you won’t have any verses in the Odd and Even or Days of the Week slots.
Print these on card stock; pages 1 & 2 on same colour paper; page 3 on a different colour; and pages 4-11 on another colour. Add tape to strengthen the tabs before cutting. Stack pages that require the same cuts; paper clip or clamp them to eliminate shifting; use an Olaf blade and a ruler; then simply slice.
Put one verse card you want to memorize behind this *Daily* divider; this will be the passage you’ll work on first.

Then stack the rest of the verses to be learned *in front* of this *Daily* divider.

Keep in mind that only the verse behind *Daily* is a new one; all the others are review.

At the beginning, you won’t have any verses in the Odd and Even or Days of the Week slots.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Daily</th>
<th>Odd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Put one verse card you want to memorize behind this <em>Daily</em> divider; this will be the passage you’ll work on first. Then stack the rest of the verses to be learned <em>in front</em> of this <em>Daily</em> divider. Keep in mind that only the verse behind <em>Daily</em> is a new one; all the others are review.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Even</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| To utilize this Scripture Memorization System:  
First, copy onto index cards any verses you already know.  
Next, write cards for verses you want to memorize. Put one verse card you want to memorize behind the Daily divider; this will be the passage you’ll work on first. Then stack the rest of the verses to be learned *in front* of the Daily divider.  
Each day you will say the verses behind four dividers:  
1 Daily  
2 Odd or Even  
3 Day of the Week  
4 Date of the Month  
When you have memorized a Daily, move it behind either the Odd or Even divider. Move the verse that was in that Odd or Even slot back to a Week Day slot. And move the verse it replaces in the Week Day slot back behind a numbered divider. You can then put a new verse to memorize behind the Daily divider and you’re ready to go again. |
Print these on card stock; pages 1 & 2 on same colour paper; page 3 on a different colour; and pages 4-11 on another colour. Add tape to strengthen the tabs before cutting. Stack pages that require the same cuts; paper clip or clamp them to eliminate shifting; use an Olaf blade and a ruler; then simply slice.

Place the verses you already know behind the numbered dividers, distributing them evenly.
Print these on card stock; pages 1 & 2 on same colour paper; page 3 on a different colour; and pages 4-11 on another colour. Add tape to strengthen the tabs before cutting. Stack pages that require the same cuts; paper clip or clamp them to eliminate shifting; use an Olaf blade and a ruler; then simply slice.
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